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FROM THE EDITOR

Septembris mensis
CHRIS HIEATT
In answer to my editorial in August, Jack
Woodall wrote “I appreciate your editorial
giving an upbeat appraisal of Rio, and
would be happy to continue inviting you
to be guest editor from time to time.” I did
not of course expect to be back in the hot
seat for the September issue, and considering the circumstances would much prefer that Jack be with us and doing the job
himself. Unfortunately this is not the case,
and all we can do is wish Jack a quick and
full recovery from the heart attack he sustained while in London.
Things turned out to be a bit rushed this
month, so you’ll have to forgive us if The
Umbrella is not as waterproof as it should
be. Fortunately Martin Hester is back this
month, with a change of tone from “Good
Listening” to “Good Thinking” – an economic survey of Brazil from a geographic point of
view; Ewa Procter gives us another theater
review, and there is a very interesting letter
from Gervase Shorter describing an alternative scenario to Canon Stuart Broughton’s
African Murder Mystery in the August issue.
Once again we publish two interesting articles courtesy of The Rio Times.
As we all know, the community lost some

of its beloved elder members last month,
and consequently this issue has more
than the usual number of obituaries. In
general August has not been a good
month, with various disasters worldwide,
and some very unpleasant turns of events
in the continuing armed conflicts and
revolts. So let’s have a look at September
(courtesy Google):
“September is the ninth month of the year
in the Julian and Gregorian Calendars and
one of four months with a length of 30
days. September in the Southern
Hemisphere is the seasonal equivalent of
March in the Northern Hemisphere. In the
Northern hemisphere, the beginning of the
meteorological autumn is 1st September.
In the Southern hemisphere, the beginning of the meteorological spring is 1st
September.
“In Latin, septem means "seven" and septimus means "seventh"; September was in
fact the seventh month of the Roman calendar until 153 BC, when the first month
changed from Kalendas Martius (March) to
Kalendas Januarius (January). It is also the
seventh month of the Astrological calendar,
which begins with March/Mars/Aries.
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“September begins on the same day of
the week as December every year, because
there are 91 days separating September
and December, which is a multiple of
seven (the number of days in the week).
No other month ends on the same day of
the week as September in any year.”
We have to be careful though, as historically September has not always been a
good month. The Great Fire of London
raged in September 1666; War was
declared on Germany in September 1939,
and of course this year marks the 10th
anniversary of the 9/11 disaster in the USA.
In Brazil the big date is 7th September –
Day of Brazil’s Independence – declared
by Dom Pedro I on the banks of the
Ipiranga river in São Paulo in 1822. The
British were involved in this, in fact Dom
Pedro hired Admiral Thomas Cochrane,
one of Britain's most successful naval
commanders in the Napoleonic Wars, to
drive the Portuguese out of Bahia,
Maranhão, and Pará, and to force those
areas to replace Lisbon's rule with that of
Rio de Janeiro.
Well, Rio has lived through much since
then, and this year it will live through yet
another huge event – the largest music
festival in the world – ‘Rock in Rio’, starting on September 23rd, and ending on
October 2nd. Some of us went to the original edition in 1985, but this year we’ll
leave it for the young in heart!
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BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY
News of the Chair

BCS Chairman Jack Woodall suffered a
heart attack about two weeks ago. He has
been in hospital ever since, undergoing
treatment. He is in the Royal Brompton
Hospital which is known as London’s best
Hospital for treating heart and lung
problems. Mary is spending most of her
time at the hospital and has appreciated all
the kind, encouraging e-mails she has
received from many people. In Jack’s
absence, First Deputy Chair Robert
Barclay is chairing Council meetings and
standing in as Chair.

Serra Fund

BCS Yearbook 2011 - In the
Office!!

We have collected about R$43,000 for the
Serra fund, through donations and the
two Serra concerts. The money is earning
interest while we await the return of Mary
Crawshaw who is looking after the fund.
During the initial few days, the BCS sent
emergency materials. Mary will now
focus on making sure that we use this
money in a way which will produce real
benefits for those who lost their homes
and livelihoods in the Nova Friburgo area.
We have a special bank account at the
HSBC for donations in aid of the Serra. If
you wish to make a donation please
contact the BCS office.

The 2011 YB is in the office and we plan to
start posting it by next week. If you are
anywhere near the office and can come by
and pick up your copy it will save some on
postage, plus it will probably reach you
quicker than by snail mail!

Beatles Night postponed
We regret to inform that the Beatles Night
has been postponed. We will inform
members of the future date later.

Young Scottish Dancing with
the Iain Macphail Band
An exciting new family event will take
place on Saturday 8th October to
introduce Scottish Dancing to the
teenagers and children of our community.
We are pleased to announce that the Iain
McPhail Band will be playing live at our
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event, so it promises to be lots of fun, with
food and drink as well.
We will be
teaching the children and teenagers how
to dance and need experienced dancers to
come along and help. The event will be
hosted jointly by the St Andrew's Society
and the British and Commonwealth
Society in the late afternoon/early evening
of Saturday 8th October at the Jubilee
Hall, Rua Real Grandeza 99, Botafogo.
Both societies are excited to return to
having events aimed at younger people in
Rio, and hope that this will be the first of
more to come. For information and tickets
please contact Clare Wright – 8275.0078
clare99wright@gmail.com

AMERICAN SOCIETY RIO
We’ve got a message (Board)
for you
Do you have a message you’d like to post
to members of the American Society Rio
and other English-speaking organizations
in town without having to send emails

to hundreds of people? You do!? Well, be
glad you’re one of our paid-up members
because you now have yet one more
member benefit that you can take
advantage of right away.
First, visit our website at www.
americansocietyrio.org. On our welcome
page, look toward the top, right-hand
corner of your screen and click on
Message Board in the main navigation
section. You’ll need to use your member
username and password to login (if
you’ve forgotten either or both, you’ll see
how you can request that information
right there on the site). Once you’re in,
just follow the Message Board
instructions and you’ll be on your way.
Like so many other message boards you
may have seen elsewhere on the
internet, this can be a great forum for
bringing our community closer together.
Users can ask questions, offer suggestions
and opinions, or just raise issues for
general conversation. Maybe you’re
looking for a maid or need to know if
there’s a good repair shop near you or
where to shop for hard to find items.
Well, put a message up on the board
and, with any luck, members of our
intrepid community will have recommendations for you. Maybe you just saw
a terrific show, ate at a fantastic
restaurant, or encountered a service
provider who wowed you with their
competence and want to share your
pleasure with others. Posting your
thoughts to the board couldn’t be easier.
And once people start sharing with one
another, well… who knows, maybe the
message board will even foster new
friendships!
So, give it a try! Let’s make it our own,
virtual praça. Of course, just like any
town square, manners are in order and,
as such, the message board will be a
moderated forum. This means that all
comments will be reviewed before being
published. Our moderators aren’t
interested in censoring anyone, but will
be on the lookout for inappropriate
language, advertisements for commercial
businesses, and messages that are overly
long or contain attachments.

Groove on down to Rock
Street
Two former American Society Rio
Presidents (Steve Yolen and Peter
Warner) are part of a sizeable
contingent of distinguished American
musicians, all current or long-term
residents of Rio de Janeiro, who will be
featured “buskers” at the Rock in Rio,

Holiday Weekend Tour

Rock Street at Rock in Rio Festival

Bruce Henry

7-day music mega-festival that will take
place at the end of September in Barra
da Tijuca.
These local Americans will be playing at
“Rock Street” a themed re-creation of
New Orleans-style roadhouses, where
there will be non-stop street music by
the US-born musicians, along with
Brazilian and other colleagues.
The Yanks will run an eclectic range
from a jazz tap dancing virtuoso (Steven
Harper), a jazz tambourine percussionist
(Scott Feiner Pandeiro Jazz), a banjo-led
bluegrass and gospel trio (River Country
Trio: Steve Yolen, Peter Warner,
Anthony Lupidi), a blues guitarist and
harmonica player (Alan Pratt), a worldclass jazz and blues guitarist (Mark
Lambert) and a jazz quartet headed up
by one of Brazil’s top jazz bassists and
arrangers (Bruce Henri).
It’s worth mentioning here that Scott
Feiner, Alan Pratt, the River Country
Trio and Bruce Henri all generously
donated their time and talent to the
special Benefit Concert for the Serra
held in the Jubilee Hall in Botafogo
earlier this year, which helped raise
funds to help those devastated by the
floods that followed the January rains in
the State of Rio de Janeiro’s mountain
region. They’re all terrific performers
whose shows are not to be missed!

Those of us attuned to the Brazilian
calendar have already noticed that most
of the holidays coming up during the
remainder of the year (7 de setembro, 12
de outubro, 2 de novembro) all fall, alas
and alack, on Wednesdays, smack dab in
the middle of the week. This puts a
damper on the time-honored Carioca
tradition of adding the day before or
after a holiday and making it part of,
shall we say, a more relaxing, feriadão!
All the same, there’ll still be 15 de
novembro, Brazil’s Proclamation of the
Republic Day, which will fall on a
Tuesday, thus “freeing up” the Monday
preceding for families and friends to
squeeze a bit more pleasure from the
those celebratory days. And speaking of
said, the American Society is planning a
Holiday Weekend Tour for that long,
4-day weekend. We’re taking your
suggestions on where to go. UNESCO
World Heritage Site, Ouro Preto in Minas
Gerais, has already been suggested, but
if you have some other destination that
you’d like to visit and think others will
enjoy going there, too (and particularly
a place that’s kid-friendly), please send
your recommendation to events.amsoc@
gmail.com.

ST. ANDREW SOCIETY OF RIO
DE JANEIRO
First of all, best wishes for a speedy
recovery to Umbrella editor Jack
Woodall, hospitalized in the UK.
Second, to correct an error in last
month´s SAS news corner: SAS scored
343 par points to MOGA´s 301 par
points, winning the 2011 SAS x MOGA
annual golf match.
Third, after watching the cost of flying
between the UK to Brazil bouncing
around in the turbulent wake of recent
American politics, we have just sent five
e-tickets to Iain MacPhail, departing
from Edinburgh to São Paulo on 28th
September. The band´s itinerary will be
as follows:- 1st Oct-São Paulo
Caledonian Ball: 6th Oct-arrive at
Copacabana Palace Hotel, Rio: 8th OctChildren´s Party, Jubilee Hall, Botafogo:
9th Oct-Lord Jim Pub, Leblon: 11th
Oct- Paissandu Club, Leblon: 12th OctPetropolis Ceilidh: 15th Oct-MacPhail
Band 25th Anniversary Caledonian Ball,
Copacabana Palace Hotel: 16th Octreturn from Rio to Edinburgh.
Tickets for the Iain MacPhail Band 25th
Anniversary Caledonian Ball can be
bought
via
the
website

www.standrewrio.com.br or at Scottish
Country Dance practices on Tuesday
nights from 8.00pm in the Paissandu
Club, Leblon. This year´s Ball will be a
special tribute to Iain MacPhail, who has
provided us with dance music at the
Caledonian Ball for twenty five years. If
you have enjoyed the Caledonian Ball in
the past, join us again on the 15th of
October and show your appreciation for
Scotland´s Music Ambassador to South
America.
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To ensure the continued success of the
annual MacPhail band tour, we are very
fortunate to have some staunch
supporters of the Society. Together they
are IRM Services, the Macae Oilmen´s
Golf Association, TSC Offshore, Rig
Project
Solutions,
York
Asset
Management, the Copacabana Palace
Hotel and for the first time this year, the
Reel Group from Aberdeen.
If this will be your first time going to the
Rio Ball, it´s considered to be one of the
best parties in the world organized by
Scots. Starting with a cocktail hour at
8.00pm, it´s held in the Golden Room of
the Copacabana Palace hotel. The all
inclusive price for cocktails, wine, beer,
whisky (spelled S-c-o-t-c-h), Drambuie,
magnificent all night buffet, bagpipes,
highland dancers, kilts galore and
dancing for all ages – is only R$ 175.00
for members and R$ 195.00 for guests
till September 15th, by which time we
expect to be sold out anyway. You can
even split the cost into two payments if
you start right now.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION
We cannot prevent aging but in recent
weeks the Branch Committee and I am
sure Members have been saddened at
the number of recent losses, Graham
Kellock (24th July ), Audrey Mason
(8th August) and Donald Coggin (13th
of August).
In Audrey Mason MBE the Rio Branch
had a stalwart of gigantic proportions,
fiercely supportive to and devotedly
supported by her husband John,
working diligently to
ensure the RBL and the
other
charities
she
unswervingly
helped
benefited enormously
from her tireless efforts.
Many will know of her
military service during
the Second World War
and the sad loss she
suffered concerning her
brothers. She bore that Audrey Mason
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with fortitude spending subsequent
decades, with John, in the service of the
RBL. It was with great pleasure the
Committee were able to pay a tribute to
the couple during our Gala Poppy Ball
celebrating 90 years of the Royal Air
Force. In the nicest possible way there
were two Audreys, one had a huge
caring heart of gold as many who knew
her can testify. She always demonstrated
deep concern for others and would
always ensure all was well during any
conversation. If it was not she did
something about it immediately. The
other Audrey displayed a steel backbone
and killer instinct. Her zeal as a raffle
ticket seller is legendary of course, not
only on behalf of the RBL, but also the
BCS and the Ambulatório. She must
have invented telesales and conversations were invariably one-sided until
the deal had been done, which did not
take long. As last year’s BCS Yearbook
relates, one Ambassador years ago
jokingly dubbed her ‘The Extortionist’
in a laudatory allusion to her ability to
raise money for others. If you
commented on this she simply said she
was doing her bit. It is clear to all she did
much more than her bit. As one
Member said the world is going to be a
much duller place without Audrey’s
wonderful humour, her forthrightness
and her utter determination. Our
sincerest condolences go to John, her
son Peter and daughter Annette and the
family who also bore the loss of Audrey’s
sister Joan at the same time.
Donald served in the Royal Engineers
during and after the Second World War
and later resided in São Pedro da Serra,
so not a frequent visitor to Rio given his
age. However he was well known to the
Committee, some members of which
recently visited him at home, for his
most welcome and gracious hand
written letters and diligent return of
voting papers. Donald was invariably
first with his annual subscription and
despite his own needs included a
donation to the Legion for which those
who receive help do express their
appreciation to us. Donald was clearly
needle sharp to the end, a strong arm to
others, and our sincerest
condolences go to his
wife, Dª Maria de Jesus,
and family.
Graham served in the
Army in India and it was
in the Far East that he
began his financial and
banking career that
spanned the globe and
Graham Kellock
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led him to Brazil in the late 1960s, first
as executive director of corporate
finance for Banco Bozano Simonsen,
and then as advisor to Bank of Scotland
and other major banking institutions,
conducting
successful
mergers,
acquisitions and participations in a wide
range of industry sectors.
Though colleagues and competitors may
remember Graham as a banking man,
his friends will more likely remember
him as the avid and proficient golfer he
was, his golfing prowess recorded for all
to see on the championship winners
boards (see the Internet too) both at
Itanhangá and Teresópolis Golf Clubs,
whose staff have all been trained over
the years by Graham to make a perfect
martini to his precise instructions. He
was also an active supporter of events in
Rio and could be spotted at the BCS
Queen’s Birthday Party – a splendid
photograph appears on the BCS website
for 2009. Again our sincerest condolences
go to his wife, Jennifer, Rupert, Belinda,
and family.
All three would not have wanted undue
fuss but that the Branch forge ahead,
and that is what it is doing. Currently
Committee Members are reviewing old
records which have got to the stage
where they threaten to burst out of the
room at Christ Church where they are
currently stored. Naturally care is being
taken to retain those of special interest.
Also the Events Sub-committee is
completing plans for the Gala Poppy
Ball to be held on 4th November 2011
and full details will be published in a
special article in the October edition of
The Umbrella.

WOMEN´S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)

WDA who are involved in handicraft
work are now very busy embroidering
amongst other things, hand towels, tea
towels, etc.

Christmas Crackers
They will be decorating our shelves once
again this year. To compensate for the
“missing snaps”, we have made a
dedicated effort to locate items to
include in the fillings that will please the
children.
We would just like to mention that
despite having made several requests in
the past for feedback on whether or not
these
crackers
are
considered
acceptable, we have received no
response whatsoever. We do not make
much profit from the sale of these items
and they do involve a lot of work but
because we know how much the
children like to receive a box of crackers
at Christmas time, we have continued to
produce them. If you do purchase any
crackers this year, it would be much
appreciated if at some stage after the
event, you could let us have your
opinion on them. Please email to
olivearantes@terra.com.br or phone her
on 3396-8498.

Christmas Goodies

Christmas Bazaar
At this time of the year we begin to focus
all our efforts on the next important
event on our agenda – the Christmas
Bazaar. We hope that once again we can
count on your support. This year, the
event is programmed to take place on
Saturday 3rd December, starting at 2pm.
and will be held in the Jubilee Hall,
Christ Church, Rua Real Grandeza 99,
Botafogo.

White Elephant Stall
On this stall we offer a varied
assortment of items – for personal use as
well as for Christmas gifts. Throughout
the year, any items we receive that are
almost new and in good condition are
set aside for this stall. The ladies of the

The WDA ladies responsible for making
the Christmas cakes and puddings have
already set the wheels in motion and the
first batch of cakes has just been made.
Mince pies and jars of mincemeat – for
those who like to make their own - will
also be available.

Marmalades, pickles and
chutneys
These products can be bought any day
during the week within office hours (9 am.
to 4.30 pm.) and especially on Tuesday
mornings when all the ladies are present.
They can also be purchased on Sundays
after the Church service. Please note that
as from the 15th of October we shall temporarily be stopping the sale of these products,
to stock up for the Christmas Bazaar.
If you have any of our empty marmalade/
pickles/chutney jars with the metal tops
that we could re-use, could you please
return them to us. Thank you.

Just to remind you - donations can be
delivered any day during the week to
Karen, secretary, Christ Church,
telephone 2226-7332 or to the BCS
secretary, Gaynor, telephone 2537-6695,
between 8.30am. and 4.30 pm. Please
remember that between 2pm. and
3.30pm. when the school finishes, cars
are not allowed into the grounds.

OUR LADY OF MERCY SCHOOL
(OLM)
Our Lady of Mercy School started a new
academic year for 2011-2012 on August
1st.

On August 5th, an opening Mass for the
school community was celebrated by
Monsignor André Sampaio de Oliveira.
On the occasion, Mr. Josh Rundle was
officially nominated as OLM's new
Superintendent, with the blessing of the
school's chaplain.
At the beginning of September, a group
of OLM students will participate in the
AASB Leadership Conference in
Campinas, and its goal is to teach
leadership, team work, decision making,
group tasks which enable students to
interact between them and with leaders
of other American schools.
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HEALTH
A TRANS FATTY AFFAIR
These days, many stories have appeared in the press about
countries (including this one) passing laws enforcing the need
for food processors to inform on labels the amount of trans
fatty acids. Some restaurant chains have even announced that
they would be discontinuing the use of such ingredients in
their menus.
Cardiovascular disease is the single leading cause of death in
many countries, including Brazil. High blood cholesterol has a
well-established role in elevating the risk for heart disease. A
chemical process known as hydrogenation converts a liquid
vegetable oil to a solid fat, which produces trans fatty acids.
Food manufacturers use such fats to increase shelf life, and to
improve the taste and texture of food. Hydrogenated fats are
used in restaurants because they can withstand higher
temperatures.
A diet with high trans fatty acid levels produces a significant
increase in common markers for heart disease, such as total
cholesterol, and LDL (low-density or bad cholesterol). Several
studies have shown a link between a high trans fatty acid
intake and cardiovascular disease outcomes, such as nonfatal
myocardial infarction (heart attack), death from coronary
heart disease (obstruction of the coronary arteries) or primary
cardiac arrest. The impact of a high trans fatty acid intake goes
beyond high cholesterol levels. Recent studies have shown that
it adversely affects endothelial function (the inner lining of
blood vessels), inflammation (which begins the process of

plaque formation) and LDL particle size (the smaller the LDL
particles, the more atherogenic or plaque-forming they are).
Due to the negative effects of trans fatty acids on
cardiovascular health, the current recommendation is to keep
intake as low as possible (or less than 2 g/day). This is a
concern for the entire population, however, older adults are
more susceptible to cardiovascular complications since most
of them have associated conditions, such as hypertension or
diabetes. A healthy lifestyle that includes better food choices
and regular exercise can improve clinical outcomes associated
with disease.
MICHAEL ROY SMITH, M.D.
(re-published from CariocaForever.com, first published in 2007
– still very valid – ED)
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CHRIST CHURCH

Travel in South America
STUART BROUGHTON
I have already recounted how I learned to
ride a horse, or at least a wild Welsh pony!
Horses have always fascinated me. They are
among the most beautiful and intelligent
animals of God’s creation. There are some
definite advantages in using a horse for
transport, some more obvious than others.
First of all, with a horse you don’t have to
plan your journey to fit in with available filling stations. Then when you arrive at your
destination, you give your horse a good wash
down in the nearest river or swamp and you
turn him out into the nearest paddock, and
he will eat his fill while you are asleep!
Furthermore, you don’t need to worry about
the road surface, the horse will see to that
and he will also pass through thick forest on
the narrowest of tracks. When you arrive at
a swamp, as sooner or later you will do in the
“Chaco”, he will wade through it and if necessary, swim through it. You may ask, “What
about those nasty little fish called ‘piranha’?
Won’t they attack you and eat you alive?”
By the way, do you know what the name
means? ‘Piranha’ is made up of two Guaraní
words, ‘pira’ = fish and ‘nha’ (pronounced
‘ni-a’) = evil, so a piranha lives up to its
name, it’s an evil fish. However, and it’s a big
however, they don’t usually attack unless
they sense blood in the water. So the answer
is, check the horse’s fetlocks before entering
the water, otherwise you may not live to
regret it! And don’t forget that piranha has
other meanings in Brazil.
Now let’s move on. I had been issued with a
mission horse and assembled the necessary
tack. If you have ever ridden South
American style, it’s an experience you will
never forget. Besides the usual bit and bridle,
you have to accustom yourself to a veritable
armchair as a saddle. The keynote is comfort, primarily for the rider, not the horse.
You begin with a saddle blanket of woven
sheep’s wool, followed by a ‘carona’ made of
strong hide and vaguely the shape of the
horse’s back. After that comes the ‘selha’ the
saddle proper that is really a basic seat complete with ‘agulhas’ or metal rings on which
to attach your sleeping bag, poncho, water
bottle, saddle bag and of course, stirrup
leathers.
South Americans ride ‘long stirrup’, so you
get used to a sitting trot with your legs
stretched out. All this tack is secured to the
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horse with a girth, but that’s not all! On top
of the saddle are at least two, possibly three
whole sheepskins and on top of them, a soft
pigskin. The whole contraption is held in
place by a second girth. On mounting, it’s
important to remember to throw your leg up
much higher than usual, or you will never
make it.
What about the latest fashion-wear? Cowboy
boots are worn for a purpose, to protect your
feet. At the same time, they can look stylish
and most South Americans wear spurs. If
you decide to wear spurs, don’t forget about
them when going up and down stairs, otherwise you will not forget again. Everywhere
you ride in the tropics has the added hazard
of thorns. That is why cowboys wear
‘perneiras’, leather leggings that protect the
legs. ‘Bombachas’ – baggy trousers – are
worn by cowboys all over the South
American continent. Charles Bridge in his
book “To the uttermost parts”, a book about
the first protestant missionaries in Tierra del
Fuego and Patagonia, reckons that bombachas were first introduced from Europe
and are not indigenous at all, an interesting
theory that perhaps others can verify. Shirts
of various sorts and coloured neckerchiefs
are used to protect you from dust and flies.
And finally, the cowboy hat is not just for
show. Obviously it protects you from the hot
sun, and it is useful for storing letters –
as you will be asked to act as postman – but more importantly,
the mosquitoes will sit on
the brim awaiting their
turn to sample your
blood. Having a
hat is a much
more efficient
method of preempting and
ter minat ing
their efforts.
Now we are
all saddled
up and ready
to go. On my
first trip in the
Chaco, a Lengua
Amerindian
evangelist volunteered to guide me to
the next village called
Mision-i. (In the Guaraní
language any word ending in

‘imi’, ‘ixi’, or simply ‘i’ means it must be little). We set off at a fair pace and did a sitting trot the whole day, yes, I said the
whole day. When we arrived at Mision-i I
was feeing a bit shaken up but ready to
preach the gospel to the inhabitants. After
all, that was why Jesus had sent me there.
My riding companion asked me if I was
okay and then went on to explain that this
was his usual procedure with all ‘green’
missionaries and that sometimes they
needed first-aid on their blisters. What he
did not know was that I had been riding
regularly for the last three years!
This was to be my life for the next couple
of years, two weeks at the mission ranch
Makthlewaia, followed by two weeks in the
saddle visiting some of the remotest communities in the world. Some may ask why?
Why not go to the big towns and cities of
South America? Just imagine living and
working in São Paulo where there is a population of 20 million? But what about those
who live in remote places? Shouldn’t they
have a chance to hear about Jesus too?
That’s all part of God’s great plan of salvation. Later on, God was to call us to work
in Salvador, one of the big cities of the
north-eastern ‘sertão’, or to give it its full
name, “São Salvador da Bahia de Todos os
Santos”, but that’s another story.

Commonwealth Secretary-General to visit India, Singapore,
and New Zealand for PIF Summit
24 August 2011
Kamalesh Sharma will address the Pacific Islands Forum (PIF)
Leaders’ Summit and will also hold bilateral meetings with Pacific
leaders in the margins of the meeting

While in New Delhi, the Secretary-General will meet with VicePresident Mohd Hamid Ansari; Prime Minister Dr Manmohan
Singh; Minister of External Affairs S M Krishna; Minister of
Finance Pranab Mukherjee; Minister of Commerce and Industry
Anand Sharma; Minister of Human Resources Development and
Communications and Information Technology Kapil Sibal;
Minister of State for Youth Affairs and Sports Ajay Maken;
National Security Adviser Shankar Menon; and the Chief Election
Commissioner Dr S Y Quraishi.
Mr Sharma will head to Singapore from 1 to 2 September 2011
where he will hold talks with Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong,
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance and Manpower
Tharman Shanmugaratnam, and Minister of State for Foreign
Affairs Masagos Zulkifli.
The Secretary-General will be in New Zealand from 4 to 8
September to attend the 42nd Pacific Islands Forum (PIF) in

While in Auckland, the Secretary-General will also meet with
New Zealand leaders, including Governor-General Sir Jerry
Mateparae, Prime Minister John Key, Minister of Foreign Affairs
Murray McCully and Opposition Leader Phil Goff.
During his meetings with leaders, the Secretary-General will
discuss priorities for the upcoming Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting (CHOGM) in Perth in October 2011, the
reform of the Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group (CMAG),
as well as the recommendations of the Eminent Persons Group.
Mr Sharma will also brief leaders on the September 2011 meetings
of the Commonwealth Foreign Ministers in New York and the
Commonwealth Finance Ministers in Washington DC. He will
also confer with them on regional and international issues of
mutual concern.
Note to Editors
Commonwealth member countries and territories, which are
members of the Pacific Islands Forum, include Australia, Fiji,
Kiribati, Nauru, New Zealand (Cook Islands, Niue), Papua New
Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu.
Fiji’s membership of the Commonwealth is presently suspended.

Commonwealth

Commonwealth Secretary-General Kamalesh Sharma will visit
India from 26 August to 1 September 2011.

Auckland. He will address the PIF Leaders’ Summit where the
Commonwealth enjoys observer status, and will also hold bilateral
meetings with Pacific leaders in the margins of the meeting.

Youth employment and financial resilience to top agenda of
Commonwealth Secretary-General’s Caribbean visit
Sharma visits Dominica, Jamaica and St Vincent
and the Grenadines in official visit to the
Caribbean region
Commonwealth Secretary-General Kamalesh Sharma laid particular
stress on youth employment, underachievement by boys and
strengthening economic resilience during his six-day trip to the
Caribbean region, 12-17 June 2011.
Mr Sharma visited Dominica, Jamaica, and St Vincent and the
Grenadines. He met Heads of Government, ministers, Speakers and
Leaders of the Opposition.
He also met representatives of the private sector and young people.
Speaking ahead of his departure Mr Sharma said: “Finding imaginative
ways of creating jobs and skills development for the youth is a priority
for the Commonwealth. This requires partnership between government
and the private sector and the Commonwealth can help build cooperation and collaboration. I’m particularly struck by the positive
response in Commonwealth countries to innovative approaches by
banks and financial institutions to mainstream youth involvement in the
economic life of these countries.
“Mentoring is often what helps young people make themselves more
employable or set themselves up independently in professions. Support
for youth entrepreneurship not only helps bring opportunities for self-

employment, it helps create other new jobs for young people and assets
for the society. We need to be alert to the needs both of young men and
of young women and help advance their prospects in every possible way.
“My visit is a valuable opportunity to share practical ideas gleaned from
some of the work we are already doing. I want to learn more about
projects already underway in the Caribbean and to identify the ways in
which our Commonwealth partnership can multiply the benefit. We
will build on the proposals put forward last month at the
Commonwealth Caribbean Conference ‘Investing in Youth
Employment’.”
Mr Sharma also commented on opportunities being created by the
Commonwealth to strengthen the region’s resilience to natural disasters.
The Commonwealth is working with Caribbean governments in the
region to help protect livelihoods and infrastructure from vulnerability
to events such as hurricanes.
During the Caribbean visit Mr Sharma called Roosevelt Skerrit, Prime
Minister of Dominica; Bruce Golding, Prime Minister of Jamaica; and
Dr Ralph Gonsalves, Prime Minister of St Vincent and the Grenadines,
to discuss priorities for the next Commonwealth Heads of Government
Meeting (CHOGM), which is scheduled to take place in Perth, Australia
in October 2011. He also briefed them on progress on mandates from
the last leaders’ meeting in Port of Spain, Trinidad and Tobago, in 2009,
such as the Network of Election Management Bodies and the
Commonwealth internet gateway, known as ‘Commonwealth
Connects’.
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GOOD THINKING

MARTIN HESTER

Stratfor’s Analysis of Brazil
Rather than write about music, this time I
wanted to wear my economist/finance hat,
and summarize for you a most interesting
article called The Geopolitics of Brazil: An
Emergent
Power’s
Struggle
with
Geography. This was circulated by John
Mauldin, who has a widely-read free
newsletter on economy and finance. As
well as his own writing, he sends out interesting pieces from other authors. This one
is from Stratfor, a Consultancy for Strategic
Forecasts. I thought it tied in very well
with what we know about Brazil, and has
some interesting insights into why Brazil is
the way it is. So, as far as 28 pages can
be reduced to one, here are some key
thoughts.

Challenges from geography
South America is a “geographically challenging” land mass. The bulk is located in
the equatorial zone, making nearly all the
northern two-thirds tropical. Jungle territory is the most difficult sort of biome to
adapt for human economic activity.
Clearing the land alone carries onerous
costs. Soils are poor. Diseases run rampant. The climate is often too humid to
allow grains to ripen. Throughout the SA
tropical zones nearly all of the population
lives within a few dozen kilometers of the
coast – but for the most part, the ports are
not naturally sculpted to encourage interaction with the outside world.
There are two features that break this tropical monotony – the Andean mountain
chain, and the temperate lands of the
Southern Cone. In stark contrast to the
mountains and jungle which dominate the
majority of South America, the Southern
Cone has flatlands which are the best land
on the continent: their flatness lowers the
cost of construction, and the temperate climate makes them rich agricultural zones.
But their real advantage lies in the region’s
river structure. The Parana, Uruguay and
Paraguay rivers combined with the Rio de
la Plata – a massive estuary that empties
into the Atlantic between Buenos Aires and
Montevideo – are all navigable for a great
portion of their lengths.
Moving goods by water costs about 10 to
30 times less than moving the same goods
by truck. Such fluvial transport systems
moving commodities to sell in world markets therefore help generate higher profits,
which in turn lead to formation of capital.
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This encourages formation of townships,
and general economic development. (The
American mid-West, served by the
Mississippi-Missouri river system, is a
prime example of this stimulus to prosperity). After the southern SA nations won
independence from Spain, and after the
regional wars which followed, Argentina
established dominance over the larger part
of the flatlands and their river systems, and
used this through the late 19th and early
decades of the 20th Century to become
one of the world’s highest-living-standard
nations.
In the case of Brazil, roughly one-third of
the country’s territory is composed of vast
areas of intractable jungle. South of this
lies a unique region called the cerrado, a
tropical savannah with extremely acid soils.
To use it for agriculture, it must be formed
and fertilized (and have specially adapted
strains of crops). The region is inland, without rivers, so shipping to and from the
region comes at a high transportation cost.
But Brazil has made a huge effort over
recent decades to bring this region into
productive use.

Historically, the part of Brazil best adapted
to conventional agriculture is the southern
part, roughly the size of Texas or France,
which takes in the states of São Paulo,
Paraná, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande do
Sul. These areas provided the core of the
original settlements in Brazil, and have
had a key impact on its development.
However, much of the interior is on a
raised plateau – the Brazilian shield – from
which the rivers run westward and south
(into the River Plate), To the east, the
shield drops sharply into the Atlantic, and
most Brazilian cities on the coast –
Paranaguá, Santos, Rio de Janeiro, Vitoria
– are located on small, isolated pockets of
relatively flat land after the escarpment
falls to sea level. To bring out produce
through Brazilian ports requires establishing expensive infrastructure, for roads, or
railways and ports, and this has inhibited
development.
Geography ensures that the major Brazilian
ports are rather like “enclaves” - they have
great difficulty in expanding, and cannot
interconnect with other centres to gain
economies of scale. (The top 7 Brazilian
ports combined have less loading capacity
than the port of New Orleans, for instance).
When Brazil grows, this difficulty in
expanding drives up land costs, investment costs, and generates inflation. Since
these enclave ports are Brazil’s primary
points of interaction with the outside

(CONTINUES ON PAGE
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world, they represent a constant restriction on Brazil’s ability to grow.

Other consequences
These infrastructure difficulties have also
contributed to Brazil’s poor distribution of
income. Since it is so difficult for independent farmers to work the land and get
the produce to world markets, Brazil has
historically had large land-owners concentrating on high-value crops like sugar-cane
and coffee, using imported capital, and
slave labour. The lack of smallholdings able
to produce and ship at low cost has inhibited the formation of a middle class, and
the growth of small townships in the interior. (Evidently, this has now changed in
some regions, particularly with the growth
of crops like soya).
Thus there are historical and geographical
reasons for some of Brazil’s chief characteristics – a lack of capital generation (capital then becomes scarce, high-cost, and
not widely available); poor transportation
infrastructure; a lack of a pool of educated
labour, and a chronic tendency to cost
inflation as soon as faster growth starts.

But in spite of all this....
Perhaps surprisingly in view of the foregoing, Brazil is very well regarded today as an
investment destination. The economic policies pursued since the Plano Real had the
primary objective of keeping inflation
down, even at the cost of restricting expansion. Partly as a result, business and the
highly regulated banking sector survived
well the 2008 crisis, and in an inflation-free
environment Brazilians have acquired the
belief that they can in fact sustain progress
and attack their major problems. There is a
strong inflow of foreign investment capital.
The decline of Argentina has helped
increase Brazil’s influence in Uruguay,
Paraguay, and Bolivia, where Brazilian
investors are increasingly important and
Brazilian markets are often the key to prosperity. The game would certainly change if
Brazil became the dominant force in the
Southern flatlands and river systems.
But Strafor sees some severe structural
challenges to the good moment of Brazil:
an overvalued currency; participation in
Mercosul (a highly distorting and damaging

trade network set up to protect Brazilian
oligarchies from competition); the influence
of China. Brazilian governments have
sought Chinese investment to help alleviate some of the country’s transport bottlenecks – and in return have granted Chinese
firms Brazilian market access. Cheap
Chinese goods, either imported or shipped
through Mercosul, are driving out Brazilian
products; Chinese investors are among
those whose cash is pushing the real to be
stronger and stronger, and whose influence
over Brazilian natural resources is evergrowing.
Traditionally non-confrontational, it is not
clear that Brazil will be able to make the
policy decisions which ensure its long-term
viability and control of its own destiny.
Particularly while (and this is my comment,
not Sratfor’s) policy-makers’ priority is lining their own pockets!
The full article can be obtained from
www.johnmauldin.com (one of the “Most
Popular Articles” on the right of the home
page).
Good thinking!
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RIO RUGBY CLUB MAKES MOVES
COURTESY THE RIO TIMES
BY ROBBIE BLAKELEY,
CONTRIBUTING SPORTS REPORTER

Sports

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL – Rio Rugby Club, which made it
to the finals of the Rio de Janeiro State Rugby Union’s Annual
XV’s competition on July 2nd, has taken great strides both onand-off the field in recent months. Although eventually losing
out in the final of the tournament to neighbors and rivals
UFF/Niteroi, the side excelled in a prolonged tournament
which lasted for five months and included entries from across
Rio state.
After coming so close this time around, the club is pressing forward, not resting on its laurels. The Copa Rio starts in August as
Rio Rugby continues to take important steps to turn the sport
into a more widespread pastime before the 2016 Olympic Games.
One of Rio Rugby Club’s key players, Dale Smith predicts: “The
[Copa Rio] competition will be tougher than ever with all
teams improving noticeably during the last competition…this
should be a tightly contested contest.”
Also the Copa do Brasil competition will take rugby nationwide
and is crucial to the sport’s growth in Brazil. Three teams from
each region will compete, with the winner of each region going
into a playoff. The overall victor will be invited to join Brazil’s
most prestigious competition, the “A League”, a twelve-team
tournament featuring the best clubs in the country.
With popularity soaring over the last year, tournaments and
competitive fixtures can now occur all year round. Later this
year, four Rugby 7′s competitions will be held, with the overall
winner also progressing to another national tournament.
The rapid growth of the game has inspired those at Rio Rugby
to bring the sport to a larger audience as well. Club president
Justin Thornyroft tells The Rio Times how rugby is reaching
those in some of Rio’s less privileged communities, where earlier this year Vidigal saw a rugby sports program initiated.
“The area of Vidigal has already seen the benefit; the Municipal
Secretary of Sports and Leisure will invest nearly R$250,000
into a community project to get the locals playing rugby.”
Thornyroft explains.

The increase in popularity should mean Brazil is in a good
position to compete in the Olympic Games in 2016, when
Rugby 7′s will debut as an Olympic sport. Initial signs are
encouraging: at Twickenham, London’s famous rugby home,
Brazil finished third in an international Rugby 7′s tournament
last month.
Rapid squad growth means there is a distinct possibility Rio
Rugby can soon begin to field two sides; there is currently just
one adult side, with the hope that a team for juniors can be
started. Two of the clubs younger players have recently been
chosen for the Brazilian U19 Rugby Squad in a tournament in
Jundiai, SP with teams competing from all over the country.
Clubs are growing quickly across the state. Some have tripled in
size over the past year, following the recent trend across Brazil
showing rugby is becoming more popular by the month. A
recent survey unveiled over 320 teams across the country.
The draw of Rugby for many though, is a sense of fun and
camaraderie the sport is famous for, as Dale Smith explains:
“It’s the social side of the club where most of our closest friends
are made. We have players from all backgrounds and several
different continents playing together as equals…where else
could you find that!”
Anyone interested in learning the sport or wishing to join the
competition should contact: riorugbybrasil@gmail.com. The
club accepts males and females from fourteen years-old.
Training is every Saturday from 3-5PM, followed by a barbecue
at the “Ilha do Fundão” university pitch.
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Ms Trzebinski interviewed Lady Carberry's stepdaughter
Juanita in 1977. In this interview Juanita said she had asked
Broughton if he killed Erroll and he had answered "In a way
you could say that I did." Broughton went on to tell her that
"[The police] watched from their car when I ... walked to the
edge of the Chania Falls, where I just dropped the gun over but
they didn't notice or see what I was doing." Juanita Carberry
made no mention of this revolver being recovered from the
Chania Falls, or of its concealment, subsequent discovery and

disposal in the Indian Ocean although her interview with Ms
Trzebinski took place in 1977, fourteen years after Felicity
Letten and her husband found the gun in Malindi and thirty
five years after Broughton committed suicide.
A few days before Erroll's murder Broughton reported that two
Colt revolvers with their ammunition had been stolen from his
house but the police found no sign that there had been a break
in. At Broughton's trial the prosecution's case was that Erroll
had been killed by a bullet from one or other of these missing
Colts, weapons that Broughton had failed to declare when he
entered Kenya. The defence produced the firearms certificates
for these two revolvers issued to Broughton by the Cheshire
Constabulary in August 1940. These certificates gave details of
their calibre and design from which ballistics experts were able
to show that neither Colt could have been the murder weapon
and this was the key point in judge Sheridan´s summing up
that led to Broughton´s acquittal.
It seems clear that the gun Broughton threw into the Chania
Falls was one or other of the two missing Colts and if that was
the case then the gun that was recovered from the Chania, concealed in Malindi and eventually thrown into the Indian Ocean
was not the weapon that killed Erroll.
In the words of Robert Frost (quoted in “The Life and Death of
Lord Erroll”), “There´s always something more to everything.”

Letters

Dear Umbrella.
I read Stuart Broughton’s article “African Murder Mystery” in
the Umbrella's August edition with the greatest of interest, so
much so that I took down and reread my copy of “The Life and
Death of Lord Erroll” by Erroll Trzebinski (Fourth Estate 2001),
a meticulously researched book that reviewed all the theories
surrounding Erroll’s murder and concluded (convincingly, I
thought) that he was murdered by Susan Melanie van der
Pleyden, a South African agent recruited by the British Special
Operations Executive (SOE) to carry out the covert Operation
Highland Clearance which targeted Erroll, a British Fascist
who knew too much about the royal family’s and leading politicians’ Nazi sympathies and contacts. Sir Jock Broughton, who
was an MI6 agent, had a role in this operation: to draw suspicion away from the true murderer and himself stand trial
knowing that he would be acquitted. In a letter like this I can’t
do justice to the wealth of evidence the book gives to support
this theory.

Gervase Shorter

Political Wit
What this country needs are more unemployed politicians.
- Edward Langley, Artist (1928 - 1995)
If you don't read the newspaper you are uninformed, if you do read the newspaper you are misinformed.
- Mark Twain
Suppose you were an idiot. And suppose you were a member of Parliament.... But then I repeat myself.
- Mark Twain
I contend that for a nation to try to tax itself into prosperity is like a man, standing in a bucket and trying to lift himself
up by the handle.
- Winston Churchill
A government which robs Peter to pay Paul can always depend on the support of Paul.
- George Bernard Shaw
A liberal is someone who feels a great debt to his fellow man, which debt he proposes to pay off with your money.
- G. Gordon Liddy
Democracy must be something more than two wolves and a sheep voting on what to have for dinner.
- James Bovard, Civil Libertarian (1994)
Foreign aid might be defined as a transfer of money from poor people in rich countries to rich people in poor countries.
- Douglas Casey
Giving money and power to government is like giving whiskey and car keys to teenage boys.
- P.J. O'Rourke, Civil Libertarian
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THEATRE

“EMILINHA E MARLENE – AS RAINHAS
“DO RÁDIO”
EWA PROCTER
My first two articles for “The Umbrella” were
on North American musicals: “Um Violinista
no Telhado” and “Baby, o Musical”. Both were
produced in the United States. But this
time, let me try writing about a different kind of show: a Brazilian musical
that has never been staged before.
“Emilinha e Marlene – As Rainhas do
Rádio” fits the bill.

This musical has a cast of ten. Five of them
play different parts during the show. The
exceptions are the parts played by Vanessa

The play, written by Thereza Falcão
and Júlio Fischer, and directed by
Antonio de Bonis, with musical direction by Marcelo Alonso Neves, takes
the audience back into the golden era
of radio. It tells us the stories of the
two singers who are among the most
important artistic personalities of
Brazilian music. The story starts in
1949 when the then beginner Marlene
surpasses the favorite Emilinha Borba
at the Radio Queen contest. It was a
totally unexpected victory, and the
start of the historic rivalry between the
two singers and their fan clubs. Vanessa Gerbelli and Solange Badim
However, there are people who swear
that they were not rivals at all. It was
just a publicity stunt of the time, in order to Gerbelli and Solange Badim, as Emilinha
promote them both. As background to the and Marlene, and Angela Rebello and Rosa
show, six decades of Brazilian history and the Douat as the two sisters, plus the special parrising of an important and pioneering way of ticipation of Cédric Gottesmann. Both
mass communication in the Twentieth Vanessa Gerbelli and Solange Badim have
Century – radio – and its largest exponent in excellent voices, and their performances
this country, the legendary Rádio Nacional.
bring the audience the life differences
between the two of them: Emilinha, considThe story of these two divas is also told ered the most popular singer in Brazilian
through the rivalry of two sisters, one an history, was obliged to launch her last CD on
ardent fan of Emilinha, and the other of Rio de Janeiro streets due to the lack of a
Marlene. When their mother dies, they go into recording company, while Marlene, the first
their old house and rummage through things Brazilian singer to appear at the Olympia in
from the past, and thus they recollect the sto- Paris had to face the critics who considered
ries of their lives. The action of the show takes her voice “small”.
place during a single day when the two sisters
are clearing up, and finishes with them Costumes by Carnival prize-winner Rosa
reviewing their past, a time when they were Magalhães add to the visual side of the musialways following the two singers.
cal, keeping the two singers and the supporting cast within the period in which they lived,
With over 50 songs played live by piano plus while the two sisters who rummage through
an orchestra of five, the musical goes through their souvenirs wear simple, everyday clothes,
the success, the difficulties and the personal thus characterizing modern times.
lives of Emilinha and Marlene.
I saw the show on opening night and,
Quoting William Shakespeare (1564-1616) in although there were still some small adjust“Twelfth Night” – “If music be the food of ments to be made, it was a very enjoyable perlove, play on.” Following the Bard’s advice, formance. And it was curious to see that it had
“Emilinha e Marlene” are planning to contin- large audience participation at certain
ue playing on – at least, until the 11th of moments, with people joining the cast and
December, 2011.
singing along all those old songs.
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Playing at the Teatro Maison de France PSA
Peugeot Citroen, conveniently located in
downtown Rio de Janeiro – on Avenida
Presidente Antonio Carlos, 58, it is a
show not to be missed. There is paid
valet parking at the door. If you would
prefer going by taxi, there are plenty
waiting outside at the end of the show.
The performances take place from
Thursday to Sunday. On Thursdays and
Fridays, they start at 7:30 P.M; on
Saturdays, at 8:30 P.M., and on Sundays,
at 6:30 P.M. And the rating says it is suitable
for all ages. This musical lasts for two and
a half hours, with one fifteen minute
interval. On Thursdays and Fridays, the
price is R$ 60,00; on Saturdays and
Sundays, R$ 70,00. Students and Senior
Citizens have a fifty percent discount.
There is an added gimmick at the theater: the seats with odd numbers are for
Emilinha’s fans; with even numbers, for
Marlene’s fans. But obviously the audience can choose the seats they prefer,
without going to the trouble of being
fans of one or the other singer.
My only remark would be that, although there
is a lot of music, there is also a lot of the spoken word. But it seems to appeal to the audience, mainly to the older generation who grew
up listening to these two singers, or to the
younger one who heard about the famous
rivalry through their parents and grandparents.
And as we are talking about Brazil… Let me
give you some other information on what is
going on.
Starting on the 12th of September, and finishing on the 7th of November, the Instituto
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga is going to present their Second Cycle of Dramatized
Readings, featuring plays written by authors
who are members of this Institute. All these
play readings - with Brazilian professional
actors and directors - will be in Portuguese,
on Mondays, at 8:00 P.M., at the Teatro
Princesa Izabel, Av. Princesa Izabel, 186, in
Copacabana. The nine plays that are going to
be read are new, and have never been staged
before. However, all the authors have received
awards for former plays that they wrote.
Entrance is FREE!
[Ewa Procter is a playwright and theatre translator, and a Board Member of the Instituto
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.]

LONDON LETTER
WANDSWORTH TOWN
by Chris Hieatt

Wandsworth Town itself is an inner suburb of London on the
south bank of the River Thames. It takes its name from the
River Wandle, which enters the Thames at Wandsworth. As
with all these old boroughs of London, it goes back a long way.
In the Doomsday Book of 1086 its assets were 12 hides, 5½
ploughs and 22 acres of meadow. It rendered £9. Things have
changed a bit, and nowadays, at least according to an article in
The Guardian: “Wandsworth has a greater proportion of
people whose lifestyle, views and trends shape the zeitgeist
more than anywhere else in the UK. Wandsworth, in other
words, is groovier than anywhere else in Britain.” According to
the Evening Standard "Wandsworth is the hotspot" for those
people in London earning over £100,000.
There are a few interesting buildings in Wandsworth, including
Wandsworth Prison and Young & Co's Ram Brewery, right in
the centre of town. Traditional draught beer was produced on
the site from 1581, which made the Ram Brewery the oldest
site in Britain on which beer had been brewed continuously.
Until late in 2006, horse-drawn brewery drays were still used
to deliver beer to local pubs. The brewery closed in 2006 when
Young & Co merged with Charles Wells of Bedford. The site
has since been sold to real estate developers, so The Ram Inn,
or Brewery Tap, will be long gone next time I’m in
Wandsworth, and more apartment and office buildings will be
rising on Wandsworth High Street.
There are however no plans to close Wandsworth Prison. It is
the largest prison in the UK, currently able to hold 1665
prisoners. Alongside Liverpool, which is of similar size, it is
one of the largest prisons in Western Europe. It has had a few
famous inmates, including Oscar Wilde and more recently
Ronnie Biggs, of the Great Train Robbery, who as we all know
managed to escape, flee the country, and eventually end up in
Rio de Janeiro, where he lived in freedom for many years.
Down Magdalen Road, a pleasant tree-lined avenue with
Wandsworth cemetery on one side and residential streets on
the other, and some allotments still lovingly tilled by local
residents, there is a school called the Beatrix Potter School.
Back in 1939 it was called Magdalene Road School, and that
year the school was evacuated to Shamley Green, in Surrey, for
most of WWII. In 2009, 70 years later, the school reenacted the
evacuation, and 200 children (including two of my
grandchildren – Olivia and Elvis), clutching gas mask cases,
wearing labels with their names on and carrying ration books,
dressed as their predecessors would have been when war broke
out 70 years ago, and accompanied by teachers in period dress
as well as six of the original evacuees, travelled down to Surrey
by steam train, where they were hosted by children and
teachers from local schools. The project, which was a year in

Wandsworth Common is a large green area that has for
centuries offered a place to relax, to play and to simply escape
the hustle and bustle of city life. The 175-acre park has several
quite distinct elements to it including flower gardens and
ecological conservation areas, sports pitches and wild wooded
sections left in their natural state to attract wildlife. It is amazing
to see so much park land in a borough like Wandsworth, and
apart from the Common and official parks, there are plenty of
sports fields, and even a 9 hole golf course called the Central
London Golf Center. Fondly known to certain Cariocas who
have played there as the Royal Wandsworth, it was built on
some spare playing fields, and is not terribly imaginative or
challenging, but is claimed to be the only golf course that close
to the centre of London. The facilities are good, including a
netted driving range, which is always busy.
When I first started going up to London from my home in
Reigate, Surrey, in the 50s, Wandsworth was not a district one
would wish to visit. Nowadays it is one of the most sought out
residential areas of London, and even the terrace houses built
in the 30s or even earlier are high in the real estate stakes. The
borough now tries to live up to its slogan – “Wandsworth, the
Brighter Borough”.

Looking Back

The title is Wandsworth Town to differentiate it from the wider
area generally known as Wandsworth, which is in fact the
London Borough of Wandsworth, which was formed in 1965
from the previous area of the Metropolitan Borough of Battersea
and much of the former Metropolitan Borough of Wandsworth,
but excluding Clapham and most of Streatham, both of which
were transferred to the London Borough of Lambeth. It includes
many well known areas such as Tooting, Balham, Earlsfield,
Putney and Roehampton. Clapham is quite near, but oddly,
Clapham Junction station is in Battersea, and not Clapham.

the planning, was devised by the head of Beatrix Potter School,
Steph Neale, and was based on a log book detailing the
evacuation by the headmaster at the time, Arthur Crosskey.
Wandsworth has several large shopping areas and the most
open green space of any inner London borough. Particularly
attractive is the recently restored Battersea Park. The 200 acre
park has facilities for both sports and leisure, including the
Millennium Arena, a boating lake, sports pitches, a café, art
gallery and green areas for walking and general enjoyment.
The borough borders the All England Lawn Tennis Club in
Wimbledon, which is the 2012 Olympic venue for tennis. It
hosts the annual Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race and is
home to the British Olympic Association.

Young & Co’s Pub

Wandsworth Common
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COST OF LIVING SOARS IN BRAZIL
COURTESY THE RIO TIMES
BY SARAH DE SAINTE CROIX,
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

Lifestyle

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL – Brazil’s two biggest cities, Rio
and São Paulo, have been ranked amongst the top fifteen most
expensive cities in the world for expats, according to Mercer’s
Worldwide Cost of Living Survey published last month. The
report has Luanda, Angola as the world’s most expensive city
for expatriates in the second year in a row, and for the
Americas, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil top the list.
The survey ranks São Paulo as the tenth most expensive city in
the world (up eleven places since last year), and Rio de Janeiro as
the twelfth (rising seventeen places). New York, North America’s
most expensive city, lags far behind in just 32nd place, making
Brazil the most expensive country in the Americas. London and
Paris occupy eighteenth and 27th places, respectively.
The Mercer Report, which is published annually, is designed to
help multinational companies and governments determine
compensation allowances for their expatriate employees. It
measures the comparative cost of 200 items in each of the 214
cities covered by the survey against prices in New York City.
These items include housing, transport, food, clothing, household goods and entertainment.
Brazil’s astronomical rise through the rankings can be explained in
part by the recent housing boom. Property prices in Rio de Janeiro
have risen by 16.1 percent since last year, and rental prices have
gone up by around 100 percent in some areas of the Zona Sul.
Nathalie Constantin-Métral, the survey’s senior researcher,
commented, “The cost of housing – often the biggest expense
for expatriates – plays an important part in determining where
cities are ranked”.
Because the findings are measured against a base line in New
York, another crucial factor is the growing strength of the real
against the dollar. Mercers says, “The US dollar has weakened
significantly against some currencies, including the Brazilian
real. So the Cost of Living indices for U.S. expatriates will con-

A Brazilian Big Mac is amongst the most expensive in the world

tinue to increase to reflect the need to use more U.S. dollars to
buy the same number of host currency units.”
A third factor is the ever increasing cost of goods and services in
Brazil. A recent survey by Veja magazine found the average cost
of a forty inch LED TV screen in Brazil to be R$2,000, compared
to R$1,700 in France and R$1,100 in the United States.
Similarly, a minute’s cell phone talk time costs on average
R$0.60 in Brazil, R$0.44 in France, and in the U.S., just R$0.17.
A Brazilian Big Mac is also amongst the most expensive in the
world, second only to Switzerland.
In global terms, Brazil’s inflation rate (currently at around six
percent) is relatively high, but even with this in mind, prices
are still soaring. Businesses blame increasing logistics, utility
and rental costs, combined with high staffing costs as a result
of Brazil’s employment laws, which are tipped very much in
favor of the employee.
High taxes are another determining factor. On the price of a
car in Brazil, for example, the consumer will pay around thirty
percent of the total value as taxes, compared to sixteen percent
in France, and just six percent in the U.S.
British expat Rebecca Smythe commented, “I only buy clothes
and things when I go back to England – it’s just too expensive
here now. I am struggling to afford my rent even.”
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In Memoriam

JOAN MARY LLOYD
1923 - 2011
Joan Mary Lloyd was born in Rio de Janeiro on May 11, 1923 – the first daughter and second child of Douglas A. McNair and Elsie
Pullen McNair. She was educated at Sion in Petropolis, a catholic boarding school for girls. After completing her education, she
worked as an executive secretary at Esso in Rio de Janeiro. During this period her family suffered the loss of two sons, Hugh John
and Patrick Colin McNair in the Second Great War.
In 1944 Joan married Maxwell Clifford Lloyd then serving in the Brazilian Air Force. The marriage produced two children, Robert and
Susan – Bobby now living in Pedro do Rio and Susy in Rio de Janeiro.
With marriage and a family to care for Joan gave up working. She and Max lived in Rio until 2002 when they moved permanently to
Itaipava. In the last 198 months of her life, Joan had not been well. In June of this year she and Max returned to Rio – her health
deteriorated rapidly and she passed away on August 9 within 12 hours of the death of her sister Audrey, deceased on August 8, 2011.
Joan is survived by her husband Max, her children Bobby and Susy, by her bother Guy, 6 grandchildren and 5 great-grandchildren.
She will be greatly missed by her family and friends. May she rest in peace.

In Memoriam

BASIL IAN MACGREGOR
It is with great sadness that we have to inform you that Ian MacGregor, a long time resident of Rio and Teresópolis and member of he
BCS, passed away in the São José Hospital in the city of Teresopolis last Thursday, July 28, 2011, after medical complications due to
surgery. He is survived by his wife Elizabeth, his sons Douglas, Guy, Roddy and daughter Fiona ( Alexandra Kim ) and 7 grandchildren.
His body was cremated in the city of Nova Friburgo on Friday, July 29th.
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Serge: home - 21 3298-1008; cel - 21 9974-8824 / John: home - 21 2267-7656; cel - 21 9411-4345
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In Memoriam

A TRIBUTE TO DONALD COGGIN
Donald Eric Coggin was a loyal member of the Rio Branch of the Royal British Legion
and one of an elite group of returned volunteers who served right through the 2nd World War. Donald joined the Royal Engineers
as a TA volunteer in April 1939 and he was involved in a number of conflict areas during the war, notably in Burma and Egypt.
Long after the war concluded in 1945, he continued to serve in the recuperation programme
of Europe until February 1946 when he returned to Rio de Janeiro.
He worked for several companies in Rio in his capacity as an engineer.
Late in life he married Maria de Jesus and they moved to live in São Pedro da Serra,
in the 7th District of Nova Friburgo. They were married for 38 years.
Of her husband, Maria said, "He was a wonderful man and a marvelous husband".
In later life Donald experienced a deterioration of his eyesight but after surgery on both eyes to remove cataracts,
he was thrilled to be able to read again.
Donald was born in July 1915 and died peacefully at home on the morning of the 13th August 2011.

In Memoriam

GRAHAM KELLOCK
1928-2011
Graham came to Brazil in 1969 with Bank of London and South America, seconded to Banco Bozano Simonsen to create a Corporate
Finance Department. After a year, the department was running smoothly and the family returned to London where Graham resumed
his job at B.O.L.S.A. They bought a lovely house in the old town of Amersham, Bucks but a year later Graham was invited to join
Bozano Simonsen, as a Director, so he and his family moved back to Brazil. Graham´s passion, when he wasn´t working, was golf,
and he was a member at both Itanhangá and Teresópolis. Many happy weekends were spent at their beautiful house there, and
Graham was always a generous host to his many friends. In 1989, Graham left Bozano and joined Bank of Scotland as their Adviser in
Brazil, looking after their interests here. He remained in that position until his death. He will be sadly missed and is survived by his
wife Jennifer, his son Rupert, his daughter Belinda and five grandchildren.

In Memoriam

AUDREY MARY MASON, MBE
1926-2011
Born in Rio de Janeiro on April 10th, 1926 (the fourth child of Douglas Archibald Mc Nair and Elsie Pullen); Audrey, together with
her older sister Joan and several other cousins, spent her childhood days as a boarding school student at the traditional Colegio Sion
in Petropolis, RJ. During her holidays, Audrey returned to Rio, also helping with the voluntary work of the British Community’s
war efforts. When she finished school in 1942, at the age of 16, Audrey dedicated herself to learning the art of a Secretary,
in addition to raising funds for the International Red Cross.
In 1944, when she turned 18, and after her two elder brothers, Patrick and Hugh had been killed in action fighting for Britain;
Audrey joined the British Army, arriving in England by ship, from Brazil. She served until 1948, both in England and
Northern Ireland, reaching the post of Lieutenant, before demobilization. Back in Rio, Audrey joined first Citibank and later Esso,
where she worked as an Executive Secretary until 1958, when she resigned and dedicated a great part of her life to supporting
charities and welfare efforts in general - particularly the Ambulatorio da Praia do Pinto and the Royal British Legion.
For these efforts, she was awarded an MBE in 2005.
Audrey met her husband John at the Arpoador beach in the late 1940s and enjoyed a very happy marriage, which lasted more
than 60 years until interrupted by a brief and sudden illness. Audrey died in hospital in Rio on August 8th and she is survived
by John, her son Peter, daughter Annette, daughter-in-law Ana, granddaughter Deborah and brother Douglas Guy Mc Nair. She will
be sorely missed by all that knew her, and her unselfishness, tireless energy and dedication to help others will remain as an
example to her surviving family and her many friends.
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Classified ads
SERVICES
pSyCHOTHERApy [ADOLESCENTS & ADULTS] - ViViAne RiCHARdSon. exPeRienCe WitH exPAtRiAted And CRoSS-CultuRAl iSSueS. liVed MAnY
YeARS oVeRSeAS: CAnAdA, SinGAPoRe, uK And uSA. BRAziliAn-BRitiSH
PSYCHoloGiSt (liCenSe:CRP-05.33022), SPeCiAliSt in AnAlYtiCAl And
SHoRt-teRM PSYCHotHeRAPY. MASteR oF ARtS, ABeRdeen uniVeRSitY,
uK. MASteR oF linGuiStiCS -BilinGuAliSM, PuC-Rio. APPointMent BY
PHone (21) 9966.9494 oR e-MAil: ViViAneRiCHARdSon@GMAil.CoM

SERVICES

ExECUTIVE BILINgUAL SECRETARy (enGliSH/PoRtuGueSe) WitH MAnY
YeARS oF exPeRienCe in FinAnCiAl MAnAGeMent, BAnKinG, FiSCAl/FinAnCiAl, JouRnAliStiC FieldS, etC. SeeKinG eMPloYMent in Rio. AVAilABle AS
oF SePteMBeR. PleASe ContACt luCíolA At Cel.: 9627-3548 –
lRAedeR@uol.CoM.BR

WANT TO pLAy CRICkET? SeeKinG PeoPle to FoRM teAM in Rio de
JAneiRo. inteReSted SeeK: FeliPe liMA de Melo tel: (21) 8442-0899
oRKut: uYio@ziPMAil.CoM.BR tWitteR: @uYio

DEADLINE
for our October 2011
edition is MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
Be sure not to miss
your Umbrella!
Keep your annual fees paid
and your address updated!
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Scottish Country
Dancing: open to
all Every Tuesday
8pm at
Paissandu Club

OCTOBER
04 InC New Members Gathering 10am
10 Holiday USA: Columbus Day
12 Holiday Our Lady Aparecida
15 SAS 25th Anniversary Caledonian Ball
18 AmSoc Museum Visit - to be confirmed
20 InC Cafezinho 10am
20 InC Speaker Series 7pm
22 BCS Niterói Bus Tour
28 InC General Meeting 10:30
29 AmSoc Halloween - to be confirmed
NOVEMBER
02 All Souls Day - Service at Gamboa cemetery.
04 RBL Poppy Gala Ball
06 RBL Remembrance Service Christ Church
17 InC cafezinho
19 InC - weekend trip to Inhotim
24 Amsoc Thanksgiving Dinner

Calendar

HOME HELp (dAilY) – ReliABle
GeneRAl dutieS, CooKinG. looKinG AFteR AFteR CHildRen &/oR eldeRlY
PeoPle. PAYMent BY ARRAnGeMent. VeRôniCA – 3970-5303 (PoRtuGueSe).
ReFeRenCe – dR. GilBeRt – 2541-2126/9645-7891.

SEPTEMBER
01 AmSoc Ladies' Night (to be confirmed)
05 Holiday USA Labour Day
06 InC New Members Gathering 10am
07 Holiday Brazil Independence Day
15 InC Cafezinho 10am
17 BCS Beatles night
20 AmSoc Museum Visit (to be confirmed)
30 InC General Meeting 10:30am

DECEMBER
03 InC Holiday Party
03 WDA Bazaar
05 SCM - Christmas choral concert
04 Amsoc Egg-Nog Party
10 BCS Christmas Party
12 SCM - Messiah Singalong
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